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SYNOPSIS 

The importance of preventing intake blockage, in designing reservoir outlets 
and diversion tunnels, is stressed. A general philosop~ for the design of 
submerged intakes is presented, together with some basic criteria based on 
experience. A louvred type of intake for automatically arresting floating 
debris and preventing sediments entering outlet foreb~s, is described. 
¥~raulic model tests, using sediments ranging from coarse sand to cl~, 
cenerally confixmed its efficacy, its perfoxmance improving with grain size, 
intemal friction engle, and reduced louvre dimensions. Stability analyses 
for cohesionless and cohesive media lead to relationships between the maximum 
sediment depth retained by louvres of different proportions end profiles, and 
the sediment slope and depth inside the louvre. The derived graphs are 
reviewed in the li~t of the model test results. The effective operation of a 
louvred tunnel intake on a small mountain stream, is described. The general 
conclusion is that tho louvred intake can retain gmnular materie.ls to sub
stantial hei~ts, and cohesive finer media to moderate heights, even clays are 
effectively supported, provided the ratio of louvre "throat" to effective 
grain size exceeds some definite "choking" limit. 

Cet article met 1 1 accent sur 1 1 importance qu 1 il y a A p~enir touts 
obstruction des prieee d1 eau lore de 1 1 ~tude dee orifices d 1 6coulement et dee 
twmels de diversion des barrages. 11 pl:'6sente des principee gen~rsux & 
appliquer 8U depart lore de 1 1 etude des prise a d1 eau immerg9es ainsi que 
certains cri teres de base de'coulsnt de 1' experience. 
L1article d6crit una prise d 1 eau equipp~e de chicanes, lesquelles ~tent 
automatiquement tout objet flottant et emp$chent les d6p6ts sedimentaire& de 
~n~trer a 11 interieur des COndui tea de SOrtie des basSinS d I S.CCes 8UX priBSS, 
Dee essais ~drsuliques sur mod~le, au cours desquels on a utilise des 
s6diments allant du sable ~ gros grains jusqu1a 1 1argilc ont fait la preuve de 
11effioacit6 de cas chicanes, cette effioacite augMentant avec la grosseur du 
~. avec 11 angle inteme de friction et avec la riduction des dimensions 
des chicanes. 
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Lea analyses de stabilite pour des milieux coh,sifs ou non amenent a 'tablir 
des rapports entre d 'una part 11 e'paisseur marimum de sediment retenu par lea 
ohicsnse salon leurs proportions et leurs profile different a et d 1 autre part lu 
pente de la couche de sediment at BOll 6paiseeur du cSte inteme des chicanes. 
Las courbee grsphiques obtenues sont moditiees compte tecu des ~sultats des 
eesais sur modllle. L1article en question decrit une operation r6elle effectuee 
par una prise en chicanes dans un petit cours d1 eau de montagne. 
En conclusion g6nera1e, la prise d 1 eau avec chicanes pa:rvient A retenir lee 
materilux granuleux a des epaisseurs substantielles et lee melanges cobesifs 
plus fins ~ des epaisseurs mod&reesJ lee argiles mames eont ettioaoement 
reteDUS a oondi tion que le rapport entre 1 1 OOartament deS Chicanes et la 
groBBeur r6elle des grains dj{passe una limite d'finie d1 ,tranglament. 

* Abridged f1'01R thesis for the Degree of Kaster of Engineering, Part C, 
University of tlelboume, 1971. 
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INTAKE OBSTlllJC'l'JCii 
Introduction 
The intakes of reservoir outlets or diversion tunnels on streams with high 
concentrations or debris, suspended matter and bad-load sediments, are 
vulnerable to partial or complete blockage. Extensive log booms, large 
trashracks, and mavable crests or bypass outlets of very large capacity, 
are costly and not always fully effective. 
EJmeripce of Bl9Cka.ges 
l'he 194}-44 cl..rou8ht in Victoria severely depleted all reservoirs, and intake 
blockages occurred at three storages built early this century, necessitating 
expensive clear.i.ng and outlet remodelling to maintain supplies. This expe~ 
ience showed that submerged intakes should be not only set sufficiently high 
to provide a substantial silt storage and provided with adequate trash-racks, 
but also& a) positioned awrq f:t'OIII abutments to avoid blockage by wave erosion 
of slopes or secondary scour of the deltaic deposits of adjoining streams, 
aided by rapid pool-level variations, and b) provided with facilities for 
clearing blockages, and maintaining and servicing the shut-off devices. 
Philosophy of Intake Desif!ll 
Sedimentation is a natural process and cannot be eliminated altogethsrJ it can 
only be suppressed or controlled. But the careful location and design of 
intakes and outlets can avoid protracted interruptions to water deliveries, 
with consequent hardships and large revenue losses. Moreover, the clearing 
and reinstatement of intakes and outlets are hazardous and expensive 
operations, and often merely postpone the inevitable major remodelling. 
Therefore, intake and outlot design should aim ata a) preventing complete 
blockage&J b) providing access for cleaning, repairs and maintenanceJ and 
o) facilitating future remodelling. The extra coat involved is justified by 
an improved security of supplies, and offset by a reduced capitalized cost of 
annual charges and future remodelling. 
The abovementioned design criteria should be dominant, and yet they are often 
ignored& Intake failures rarely appear in the technical literature. As most 
of today' a headwo~s are very young on the sedimentation time scale, relatively 
little experierice of major intake blockages has accrued. Therefore, many 
intakes will have a much shorter effective service life-than the outlet itself, 
the headwo~ structure, or the reservoir. An unrealistic design philosophy 
merely bequeathes the inevitable obstruction problems to another generation. 

Fund8menta1 Concept IOOVRED INTAKE 

An ideal intake would automatically prevent the movement of sediments and 
debris into the forebays of outlet conduits, and yet pe~t the free passage 
of water with reasonable head loss. It should also meet the other design 
criteria mentioned above. 
A study of the characteristic motions of water, floating debris,and suspended 
and bed-load sediments, led the writer to the development of a louvred intake 
structure1 comprising Z-shaped beams with sloping webs, each upstream flange 
projecting below the downstream flange of the next lower beam (Fig. 1). The 
basic principle was that the overiap h would not only arrest floating debris 
but also develop sufficient passive sediment pressure inside any louvre to 
resist the active pressure due to the design sediment depth H outside, the 
overlap ratio Hjh depending on the sediment properties. 
!J,ydraulic Model Tests • 
A perspex-faced model 1. 2 m hisn with louvre throat sizes t of 30 or 300 mm, 
rtas built to test coarse sand, sandy ail t, a 1&1 clay-ail t mix, and clay. The 
granular materials were ladled directly into the wate~filled model, but the 
clay and the clay-ail t mix were first saturated and stirred in a concrete mixer. 
A 100-mm grid of fins strings was attached to the perspex window. Also, 
"ma~er" layers of fine white gravel were placed between successive horizontal 

1. MICHELS, V.S., and ILOTT, L.P. - "Reservoir Outlets and Control Wo~s." 
Trans. I.E. Aust., Vol.27, No.7-8, July-Aug., 1955, pp.173-87• 
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SECTION A-A 

6 lla1n Featu.raa o£ Louvwd 
Intake t Goodmans Creek 
Diversion Tunnel. 

1 ) Pull pool ltrf'el.. 

2) Bemovable loU'ITraa ot 
prestressed ooncrete slabs. 

3) ~ lllll.la and piers. 

4) T~ %8Ck of preG&St 
oon.erete bar.l. 

5) Aoceas platfo:ans. 

6) Slots £or drop-bars or 
gate. 

7) Tre.!13.i t."ion. 

6) nume 3eotion. 

9) Tunnel. 
11.1} Protective Wall. 

11) Pit !or Uutlot and \Vate~ 
Ltrf'el .Heooxder. 
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9 OoodmanD Cxvek Diversion 
Poola Lnr;;v Area o£ 
noatint: Debris e.i"te:~.· nood. 

'·Bassin 1141 d1vere1oo dana le 
"Goodmans Creok"a ~pres 1nlmdations, 
clee ~bria nott~mt sur une vaate 
ctenc~ue. 

CaracUriatiquee prinoipa.lu 4 1UDe 
priae a ohicanes. ('fuzmel cle 
diY&r:31on dans "Goodmane Cnek"o) 

1 ) N i veau III!I.XiJraJm cb1 baM in. 

2) Chio!ll'll't' ~ibles en 't*tall 
pr8contmint. 

3) Murfl et pilliers de sou~t. 

4) Grille en bo.rros de bot<n 
-pr8-ooule'. 

5) Platefo~a d 1 aco.a. 

6) Glissiazes pour planobea -
vannea. 

7) T1Wl8i tioo. 

e) Bie£ de d.OO!la.rge. 
9) 1\mnel. 

10) ll1l1r de proteotioo. 

11) l'ooae de loesnent de 1a YBln de 
d8ohar8e et cle 11 appareU de 
leotua de niYeau 4 • ee.u. 

I 
1.' 
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fillings upstream, and a hinged trapdoor released inoide one louvre to 
simulate rapid sediment motion into the forebq (Fig. 7). The test results 
are presented in the table below, and typical sediment profiles and movement 
pattems are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. 

Silt Profile 

Throat !dater- depth, of silt 
Test t, 1a.l mm inside Notes No. under louvre 

mm 
test H h toVIards 

outlet 
1 300 Coarse [610 0 Down- No sand flow into louvre initially 1 

sand ward, and throughout build-up of sand 
concave depth upstream; rapid draw-down 
un f~led to dislod2a sand. 

2 300 Sandy 710 0 Down- No silt flow into louvre. 
silt ward. 

710 8 Horiz- After ail t inside louvre was removed 
ontlll. bv shovel some silt ran into louvre. 

3 300 Silt- 685 150 Horiz- Continued rodding inside louvre 
clq ontal. failed to disturb mix. Mix gained 

1~1) strength as H was increased. Rapid 
I draw-down failed to dislod..re mix. 

4 300 Clq b10 290 Down- Clq ran over downstream lip and 
ward, througtl outlet. Upon draining water, 
convex clq levels drew closer. 
un. 

5 300 Clq 815 290 Down- Clay on point of movement, pressed 
ward, down on upstream side, water drawn 
convex off. Clay moved in and spilled over, 
un. motion recorded bv white BTRVel. 

6 300 Clay 815 0 - Closed off. Trapdoor then released. 
815 290 Down- Clq slipped into louvre but did 

ward, not spill over downstream sill. 
Convex (Perspex covered by 100-mm grid.) 
un. 

7 30 Coarse 760 0 As for No flow of sand into louvres ob-
sand Test ser.red as sand level raised upstream. 
(also No. 1. Rodding upstream showed sand was 

=~ 
very dense inside louvres, but none 
dislod""d 

8 30 Clq 760 32 As for Clay flowed in initially but stopped 
Test inu:lediately a louvre inlet was 
No. 4. sealed off bv cla.v unstream. 

~e tests indicated that1 a) the louvred intake is very effective in 
completely or moderately arresting inward sediment movement; b) highly 
moisture-laden cley is not fully arrested by the larger louvres ( t .. 300 mm) 1 

but its overflow is hamless, as it can pass througtl the forebq and the 
conduit! c) the retention head H increased generally with the grain size or 
the intemal friction angle of the saturated material, or with decreasing 
throat t; d) for each grain size, and depending on sediment strength, there 
is evidently some maximum value of t for which an unlimited H can be 
supported; e) the initially loose clq and silty clay are rapidly consolidated 
and strengthened under static surcharge and induced dynamic conditional f) the 
boundary undergoing maximum shear strain is a near-vertical plane close to the 
upstream flanges; g) no appreciable movement occurs above the sloping web. 
Theoretical Studies 
A relationship was sought between the maximum depth that a sediment of known 
characteristics can be retained by louvred intakes of different dimensions and 
profiles, and the Gediment slope end depth inside the louvre (Fig. 2). 
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Initia1 Considerations. ~'or cohesionless materials, asBilllling Profile III, 
Rankine 1 s Theo~ yields the obvious solution: 

Hjh • [(1 + sin¢)/(1 - sin¢)]2 • N~ , (1) 

where¢ is the anale of internal friction (for simplicity, assumed equal to 
2 the angle of repose) and N; is the now value. For the Revised-Wedge Theo~ 

Hjh • N2 , (2) 
rw 

where Nrw is the ratio of the vertical pressure due to the sediment upstream; 
to its maximum horizontal component on a vertical plane, measured at o. The 
curves of Eqs. (1) and (2), see Fig. 4, diverge rapidly because the latter 
theo~ pertains to a freely rotating retaining wall, and the resulting 
maximum horizontal components are lese than the wholly horizontal, Rankine 
pressures. Here, the soU mass probably moves into the stationary inlets, 
following consolidation upstream. Also, repacking of a loose sediment 
no:mally increases ¢, and local defo:mations may cause arching. Therefore, 
for oobeeionlese media, H/h probably corresponds initially to the Rankine 
value, and subsequently increases - possibly up to the Revised-Wedge value 
(for the same or a greater¢). 

Sediment Profiles inside Louvre. The observed profiles indicated that 
the detailed theoretical studies could be confined to: Profile I for 
primarily granular materials (cohesionlsss or weakly cohesive)! and profile 
III for materials which, when submerged, have a low or significant cohesion 
and a fairly small ¢ value1 profile II is inte:mediate. 

StudY No. 1. Based on typical sediment displacements (Fig. 7), s. simple 
J-shaped sliding surface (No. 1, Fig. 2.a) was analysed. This resembles 
Terzaghi 1 s "base failure" profile for a vertical bank, intersecting the 
sediment horizon at right angles (the material can move laterally into the 
stations~ louvres). Altematively, the lateral movement creates the 
conditions associated with a yieldin8 lateral support pivoting about its 
upper edge, causin() arching and the relief of the horizontal pressures over 
its lower back face. For the incipient-slide condition, the solutions for 
the various profiles are: 

}L • .6{ 2 + sec~- tan tP + f(!(- ¢ ~ cot¢} 
-.: 3 1 - 2k) cot - 3?72 1 

{
8/3 + 21l'k.cot~ } 

~I .. (1-2k)cot<P-~J21 1 (3) 

}L .. {a/, + 2~fi'k + m~cott/>} _ m 
-.:II (1 - 2k cot9)- ;j2 I 

where M " Hjt, m • h/t, and k • c/yt, c being the cohesion and o' the unit 
(submerged) weight of the sediment. A set of these families of curves is 
shown in Fig. 3 (m • O, II) and 4 (m • 1, III). 
Obviously for each k value all the profiles have an asymptotic (M..- oo) value 
of ¢when tan¢ .. 2( 1 - k)/:tt. Also, d~ or waterlo~t, cohesionless 
(k .. 0) sediments with values of ¢ ~ artan (2/ff) or 32!~ would be retained 
to an unlimited H upstream. In this case, 28° <. ¢ < 34° say, therefore 
lli ';I: 6 and MII > 9, whereas Tests Nos. 1, 2 and 7 suggest l4 ;;;:. 25. 
For media with significant cohesion and low ¢ values, ).!rofile III applies, 
and Eq. (3) can be rewritten by putting k' .. k/JI. • c/T H (a constant for any 
given design): 

(2k'cot¢)~II- {cot¢ -rt'/2- 2k'cot¢(ff + m)}I.~ru + 

+ f8/3 + m( 1Cj2 + cot¢)}• O, (4) 

to give direct or graphical solutions for Mxii• for any values of a'', c, ¢, 
and m(or th also Hjh .. Mxi1/m. 

2. JEifXIN, C.F., and BEVAli, R.C. Earth Pressure Tables. Dept. of Scient. 
& Industr. Bee., Building Research Spec. Report No. 24, 1934, 101 p. 
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ANGLE OF INTERNAL FRICTI0N 

Stability of Coheoionless 
Seclil:lent (profile I) 
'between Louvree, for 
jh o, and J3= ¢• 
1) LfaxiiJum and miniiDum 

valtl8e oroc, v~ 
w1 th ¢, to (;iva 
infinite L1. 

11} Families of CIU'YeS 
eho1r1n6 variation or M 
nth¢, tor different 
vr.lues or ct:. 

st&bilite des c!SpSts !!Gdimenta.ires 
rum ooMei£e (l?roi'il I) entre leo 
chicanes, jJ • 0 et fJ •</J• 
1) Valeurs min1Dalcs et I:IQXimales 

d' oc vario.blea eolon ¢ po11r 
obten:lr ll 1ni'ini· 

U) Groupeo de oourbes montmnt los 
vnr.Lations de !! pCU' mpporl l ¢ 
pour dif'rez:cltes valeur& d' « • 
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aleaaiD{; Inlet Tmpdoor. 
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Also, provided the asiiUIIIed sliding surface still applies to media with ¢ ~ 0 
when sulmerged, the minimum restriction ratios will drop to' 

11x and ~I - {ac/(1 - k)}ft; } . ¢~o 
lilxii - {ac/(1 - k)}1l' .(1 + ifk> - m. 

(5) 

Obviously, L! depends primarily on k (also on m, for profile III); ask-+ t, 
M +00, and the CUJ."1es move rapidly towards the ¢ • 0 abscissa; !.! is small 
for small k values, but rises rapidly as m is increased (even if k is small). 
Therefore, depth H for cla;ys could be large if h is made sufficiently high 
and/or t is greatly reduced. These deductions also generally agree with the 
model test results. 

Stu~ No. 2. In thio case, the main sliding plane waa assumed inclined 
at ?p • 1[ 4 + ¢/2, the angle of maximum shear stress in a cohesionless 
medium in the active Rankine state of plastic equilibrium, retained by a wall 
which yields either horizontally or by pivoting about its lower edge. This 
alternative probably also does not fully represent the actual conditions, 
and appears less realistic, but was investigated as a possible outer failure 
profile. The solution for profile II io 

{3cos-;(2cot1ftan¢#-1)}M2 + 3fcosy(2cot7ptan¢-1) + 

+(¥tan¢- 1) + 4k.cosec~}M + 

+{3cot!Voos31f'+ 2sin ¥'(1 + cos~)(2 + cos!fJ) + 4}tanp+ 

+ 6k(cotfV+ 1i/2 +?f) - cos3l/l ., 0 {6) 

For profile III, the factor 3 { 1 + (fC/2)tan¢+ 2kJ m is added to the 
constant tem. TyJ_>ical sets of these families of curves are shown in Figs. 3 
(m • O, II) and 4 (m ~ 1, III). 
In this case, M grows almost linearly with k and ¢, but increases less 
rapidly than in Study No. 1, and is much lower (M • 2 to 5 maximum) than 
observed in model tests on sand and sandy silt (M • 25 minimum). Moreover, 
for cohesionless media (k .. 0), the asymptotic (Ll-+00) values of¢ 
greatly exceed .1Z/'4-the probable practical limit, which is very unlikely. 

Study No. 'i• For a oohesionless material, the stability of the trian~ 
ular wedge resting (profile I) in a louvre (Fig. 2. b) was prompted by the 
consistency with which this result was obtained in the model-tests, typified 
by Fig. 6. Two factors improve the stability of the trianaular wedge and, 
hence, the sediment-arresting properties of the louvred intake: a) As such 
a.sediment is progressively deposited, con3olidation gradually develops 
shearing stresses along AOB, the initial strain being absorbed by the 
repacking of its grains, thereafter generating high friction angles under 
relatively little additional strain. Therefore, the resultant pressure P 
must dip downward; in the limit, /3 ~ ¢> 1 b) the upward slope oc of the 
louvre web, largely detemines the friction engle t5 of reaction R, which has 
an upper limit of ¢ • 
Assuming an active Rankine state, this stability analysis leads to 

W ~ ( r't~2).sec2cx:j(tanCX+ tan¢); 
P: (a"'t /2).{2Mx + sec(X).seodtanifl/N¢. 

Because, in the limit, & 2 ¢ , we heve: 

a) ~ • i secoc[{N¢J(1- ta:nD(.ten<{>)}- 1] forj3a 0; 

x1 .. t secC([fN¢/(1 - 2tan<Xtan¢- ten
2¢ >} - 1] for J3 • ¢. 

(7) 

(a) 

Sets of these families of curves are shown in Fig. 5, to~ether with the 
asym~;>totic (M- o:>o) values of CC for any¢ value, namely l1(/2) -¢ for (a) 
and l:rr/2) - 2¢ for (b). Because the asymptotic ? value for any givenCX: 
is doubled when J3 is changed from ¢to o, the curves for low OC values 
intersect the ¢: !lt/4 abscissa at very much lower M values, thereafter pass-
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ing into an unreal ¢range. Also, Eq. (8.a) does not agree with the test 
results, excepting during the initial sediment-deposition stage, and it 
appears likely that, in fact, )3.-. ¢, i.e. Eq. (8.b) is more realistic. 
:.loreover, horizontal arching between the upstream flanges must substantially 
reduce P (and hence d ) • Lateral displacements into the louvres probably 
cause horizontal dilatation and vertical shortening, thus promoting partial 
transfer of the superimposed sediment weight onto the front flanges and ledges, 
and as frictional forces ac·ting along ne!U'-vertical planes located upstream. 

Protot;roe Intake. The fi,rst stage of the :Merrimu Resei.Voir Project 
included a concrete-lined tunnel of 11.3 m3/s capacity for diverting Goodmans 
Creek, a narrow mountain stream with steep, timbered banks and a substantial 
grade (nearly 1%), filled with boulders, gravel, sand and debris. It appeared 
likely that floods would rapidly fill the relatively shallow (6 m) diversion 
pool, up to tunnel invert level. Several altematives for the diversion weir 
were considered! Movable-crest designs employing vertical-lift (undershot) 
gates or inflatable flexible-tube (overshot) weir elements were rejected, 
mainly on cost grounds, and a fixed-crest earth-and-rockfill overflow weir 
with a gently sloping, rock-amoured downstream face, was finally adopted. 
Therefore, the tunnel intake had to be specially protected against blockage. 
The adopted design (Fig. 8) comprisen a triple-bay parallel-sided upstream 
section with sloping louvres for arresting: 1) large floating deb;ris (a. 
small clearance between successive louvres was provided to pemit the finer 
debris to dribble over, as the pool rises), and 2) accumulated bed-load 
sediments (these can be excavated when necessa~, during a later, d~ season). 
Several sharp floods, particularly the first, brought down large quanti ties of 
logs, branches and leaves, leaving a large area of flotsam on the dropping 
pool (Fig. 9). The louvres proved ve~ effective in preventing the massive 
ingress of both large and small debris, and did not restrict now down the 
tunnel. The efficacy of its silt-arresting fUnction, has yet to be proved. 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. The pilot model tests, the limited theoretical studies, and the initial 
prototype perfomance, generally confimed the basic concept and the 
sediment- and debris-arresting properties of the louvred intake. 
2. The louvres will definitely arrest cohesionless or cohesive granular media 
to substantial retention heights, and may also satisfactorily retain cohesive 
materials with medium¢values, up to moderate heights. 
3. For clays and materials with low r/1 values, the model and analytical results 
cannot be extrapolated indiscriminately to full-scale structures of larger 
throat dimensions. However, a limited spillage of such media through the 
louvres is tolerable, since they are unlikely to block the conduit inlet. 
4• The basic assumptions, derived graphs, t,ypical sediment characteristics, 
geometric boundar.y. conditions, and the correlation between theoretical 
analyses and model tests, all indicate that the slip profile of Study No. 1 
is more realistic than that of Study No. a. Also, the stability theo~ of 
Study Ho. 3 appears quite realistic for cohesionless media, and may also 
apply to cohesive materials with substantial ¢ values. -
5· The pilot model tests suggest that below some definite ("choking") ratio of 
throat t to effective grain size, estimated at 104 to 105, even ve~ fine mat
erials can, upon consolidation, be supported to an unlimited retention head H. 
6. The derived graphs must be used with caution, pending detailed hydraulic 
tests and experience with full-scale structures. Naturally, the designer 
should also consider the structural and hydraulic factors governing the 
multi-purpose duty of the louvred intake, including its strength and its 
waterway efficiency. 
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SECTIONAL PLAN B- B 

Louvr&d Intake StJ.UCture. 

1) Slots tor cates to 
oont1'0l fiO'IY or 
wgul.ate soau.r. 

2} Z.shaped l011V1'9o 

3) Pore~. 

4) uuUet. 

Pri" d'eau equippea de chicanes. 

1) 0\lvertureo de vonnes destin&ea a 
oont~er 1' tfooulemont d' 8011 011 ~ 
~gularlaer la quanti te de d8p6ts 
ent~. 

2) Chicanes en z. 
3) l3a.sflin d' aoces lll1X prioes. 

4) Goulot de d~. 

2 :D1a6mlll for :>tabilit,y 
:>tudieo. 
a) :iedi.l:.ent pl'Ofilc3 o.nd 

as8\11118d elidinc 
su.rfaoeo. 

b) .:.>tabil1ty of oedU!ent 
wed/39 inside louvres. 

Diat,'lXIIlllla en vue d'etudier la. 
otnbil1t8. 

a) Profile dee t\SpSte o8dioentaires 
et an;;le de pente th'orlque. 

b) Stabilite dll d8p$t oGdlmentaiw 
coinotf du o8te intoxne des 
chicanes. 
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